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Dear Upcoming Fifth Graders, 
 
I am very excited to meet you all and teach you this year. I believe that we will have a 
great time learning about each other and having fun while doing so.  
 
Speaking of learning about each other… I believe we can do this through reading! You can 
learn a lot about someone based on the books they choose and talk about.  
 
Let’s prepare ourselves for an awesome year and get ahead of the game!  
 

Expectations 
You will read a minimum of three grade-level/reading-level books throughout the summer. 
Upon returning back in September, you will be responsible for turning in your activity 
assignments on the first day of fifth grade!  
 
Some Recommended Books:  

       
*Brave and El Deafo are graphic novels.  
 

 



Step 1: Select your books.  
•   You have full power to choose your book. With this being said, I am trusting that 

you will choose a book that is appropriate for your grade and age level.  
•   **If you are choosing a non-fiction book, we can discuss activities for that option.  

 
Step 2: Get them approved (THIS IS A MUST) 

•   Once you have a book in mind, send me an email about the book’s information. I will 
need the book’s title and author. After you hear back from me, you may start 
reading that book. You may use this email address to contact me: 
jpoulin@lawrencecatholicacademy.org  

 

Step 3: Read the books 
•   Find a good spot to read! Read where you are comfortable. Experiment reading in 

various places. In addition, try reading to a sibling or an adult at home if you don’t 
want to read it independently. 

  
Step 4: Choose an activity 

•   For each book you read, you will have to select one option activity to complete after 
reading. So total, you will complete 3 activities. **You may complete a bonus activity 
for extra credit (which is a great way to start the school year, don’t you think!) 

 
OPTION 1: Movie Poster (Fiction and Nonfiction) 

•   Imagine that you are a director of a movie and you are in control of creating the 
movie of a lifetime. It is your job to create a poster for this movie for people to 
see. On this poster, you will include a colorful scene from your book or at least 
include two characters from your book. Choose two celebrities or famous people to 
play the characters in your chosen book (they don’t have to be the characters you 
choose on your cover). On the back of the poster, you will write a summary of the 
book and why you chose those celebrities to play two of your characters.  

•   For nonfiction books, you can still do this option, but picture the movie being a 
documentary. Which celebrities would you choose to narrate the documentary and 
why?  

 
OPTION 2: Diary Entries (Fiction and Nonfiction) 

•   Put yourself in your characters’ shoes. Pretend that you are a character in one of 
your chosen book. Create six diary entries in the perspective of a character you 
read about. Please include details from the book. In a diary entry, the speaker asks 
questions, makes observations, and speaks their thoughts. If you want, though, you 
may select two characters and take their perspectives so you will write three diary 
entries per character if you are choosing to focus on two characters.  



•   For nonfiction books, you may write the diary in the perspective of the author. If 
the book is about an animal, imagine what an animal’s diary entry looks like. If you 
are reading about a location like Niagara Falls, write a diary entry in the 
perspective of a person visiting the falls.  

 
OPTION 3: Comic Book (Fiction) 

•   Transform your chosen book into a comic strip! Choose a chapter of one of the 
books you have read and make a 6-8 frame comic story. 6 frames = 6 boxes. Six is 
the minimum boxes; however, complete as many necessary for the chapter. You will 
want to include dialogue in each frame and color. On the back of the page, please 
include a three-four sentence description of why you chose this chapter to make 
into a comic strip.  
**If you are reading a graphic novel or a book that is already a comic, you cannot 
choose this option.** 

 
OPTION 4: Alternative Ending (Fiction) 

•   Once you complete reading your book, really get to know the ending of the book. 
Think about how the ending could be different and how it affects the characters, 
setting, etc. Your job is to rewrite the ending. Include the same characters and 
maybe include new ones. Include detailed imagery of scenery. You must write up to 1 
complete page.  

 
OPTION 5: Acrostic Poem (Fiction) 

•   Choose two characters from your book and write one acrostic poem per character 
(two total). An acrostic poem spells out a word or phrase. For example, see my first 
name in an acrostic poem form. See how the letters of my name go down the paper 
and I filled in each letter with something true about me. Think of character traits.  

 Example:  
 Joyful in spirit.  
 Excited to learn and teach.  
 Never gives up when challenged.  
 Neat handwriting 
 Awesome at juggling 

•   For each character, brainstorm character traits or events that happened in the 
book about these characters.  

 
OPTION 6: Write a Review (Nonfiction) 

•   You are a critic! This is your time to judge your text. Imagine that people are lining 
up to read this book, but they need to know the details of the content. There are 
two choices here. You may either write a review about the book itself, detailing a 
summary and your recommendation of it OR you may take a specific element of the 
book and write a review about that. For example, if you read about the Eiffel 



Tower, write a tourism review about how the Eiffel Tower may affect tourists. This 
may take some imagination.  

 
Although you have many books to choose from (thousands even), here is a short list of 
books that are not allowed to be read for summer reading.  

•   Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea 
•   Hoot by Carl Hiaasen 
•   Number the Stars by Lois Lowry 
•   Freak the Mighty by Rodman Philbrick 
•   The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin 
•   The Phantom Tollbooth by Norton Juster 
•   There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom by Louis Sachar 
•   Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt 

 
Thank you all! I look forward to a year of learning and the memories we will make 
together.  
 

Happy reading and God bless you!  
 
Ms. Jenna Poulin 
Grades 5/6 ELA Teacher 
jpoulin@lawrencecatholicacademy.org  
 
	  


